SUBJECT: INDOCHINA REFUGEE: EPP RECOUP PAROLE REQUEST (BIO-CAT I LAO REFUGEE, FAMILY OF 7)

REF: A. UDORN 6302  B. STATE 178281

1. BUDDHIST
   SAVANNAKHET, LAOS

E. LAO (NATIVE); THAI (GOOD); ENGLISH/FRENCH (FAIR)
2. 
A. BUDHIST

D. HOUSEWIFE
E. LAO (NATIVE), THAI (FAIR)
F. SAME AS 1-F
G. SAME AS 1-G

3. SAVANNAKHET, LAOS

4. SAVANNAKHET, LAOS

5. SAVANNAKHET, LAOS

6. SAVANNAKHET, LAOS

7. SAVANNAKHET, LAOS


UNCLASSIFIED

UNCLASSIFIED
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10. REQUEST ORM AND INS/CO APPROVE ISSUANCE OF SEVEN RECOUP "A"
NUMBER IN ACCORDANCE WITH REF BBN FM 445A PARA 2 AT I./
FINNEY

UNCLASSIFIED

NNN

UNCLASSIFIED